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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>H</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Top of 1st - WA**

**CURRAN Sarah pitching:**
- **PITT Lisa:** Strike, Ball, **PITT Lisa** singled.
- **WASLIN Chloe:** Ball, Ball, Ball, **WASLIN Chloe** walked, **PITT Lisa** to second.
- **ALVARADO Allanah:** Foul, Foul, **PITT Lisa** to third, **ALVARADO Allanah** on base by fielder’s choice, **PITT Lisa** scored, **WASLIN Chloe** to second.
- **ONLEY Holley:** Ball, Ball, **ONLEY Holley** singled, **ALVARADO Allanah** to second.
- **WELLS Renee:** Ball, Ball, **WELLS Renee on base by fielder’s choice, ALVARADO Allanah** to third, **ONLEY Holley** to second.
- **LANGE Lauren:** Strike, Ball, **LANGE Lauren** safe at first on third baseman GRISOLD Emiy’s fielding error, **PITT Lisa** Holley to third, **WELLS Renee** to second.
- **HEARNE Shannon:** Strike, Ball, Foul, Ball, **HEARNE Shannon** singled, **ONLEY Holley** scored, **WELLS Renee** to third, **LANGE Lauren** to second.
- **SPENCE Naomi:** Strike, Ball, Foul, Foul, **WELLS Renee** scored, **LANGE Lauren** to third, **HEARNE Shannon** to second, Ball, Ball, **SPENCE Naomi** safe at first on first baseman FULFORD Ellissa’s fielding error, **LANGE Lauren** scored, **HEARNE Shannon** scored.
- **WATSON Emily:** Foul, **WATSON Emily** flied out to the catcher.

End of Inning (5 Runs, 3 Hits, 3 Errors)

**Bottom of 1st - VIC**

**BOLLAND Tayla pitching:**
- **JOHNS Katrina:** Strike, **JOHNS Katrina** grounded out to short.
- **ARSCOTT Kellie:** Ball, Strike, Strike, Ball, Ball, **ARSCOTT Kellie** walked.
- **CURRAN Sarah:** Foul, Strike, Ball, Ball, **CURRAN Sarah** struck out looking.
- **WILLMOTT Emma:** Ball, **WILLMOTT Emma** on base by fielder’s choice, **ARSCOTT Kellie** to second.

End of Inning (0 Runs, 0 Hits, 0 Errors)

**Top of 2nd - WA**

**CURRAN Sarah pitching:**
- **PITT Lisa:** Foul, Ball, Ball, **PITT Lisa** singled.
- **WASLIN Chloe:** Ball, **PITT Lisa** to second, **WASLIN Chloe** hit sacrifice bunt to the pitcher, **PITT Lisa** to third.
- **ALVARADO Allanah:** **ALVARADO Allanah** doubled, **PITT Lisa** scored.
- **ONLEY Holley:** **SCOPRLLITI Sarah** relieved **CURRAN Sarah**, Ball, Ball, **ALVARADO Allanah** to third, Ball, Strike, **ONLEY Holley** singled, **ALVARADO Allanah** scored.
- **WELLS Renee:** Foul, Ball, Ball, Ball, Ball, **WELLS Renee** singled, **ONLEY Holley** to second.
- **LANGE Lauren:** Strike, Ball, Ball, Ball, Ball, **LANGE Lauren** hit by pitch, **ONLEY Holley** to third, **WELLS Renee** to second.
- **HEARNE Shannon:** Ball, Foul, Ball, **HEARNE Shannon** hit by pitch, **ONLEY Holley** scored, **WELLS Renee** to third, **LANGE Lauren** to second.
- **SPENCE Naomi:** Ball, Ball, Ball, **SPENCE Naomi** walked, **WELLS Renee** scored, **LANGE Lauren** to third, **HEARNE Shannon** to second.
- **WATSON Emily:** Ball, Strike, Foul, Ball, Foul, Foul, **WATSON Emily** safe at first on pitcher **SCOPRLLITI Sarah**’s fielding error, **LANGE Lauren** scored, **HEARNE Shannon** to third, **SPENCE Naomi** to second.
- **PITT Lisa:** Strike, **PITT Lisa** safe at first on third baseman **GRISOLD Emiy**’s fielding error, **HEARNE Shannon** scored, **SPENCE Naomi** to third, **WATSON Emily** to second.
- **WASLIN Chloe:** **TREVETHAN Elly** relieved **CURRAN Sarah**, Ball, Foul, Strike, Ball, Foul, **WASLIN Chloe** doubled, **SPENCE Naomi** scored, **WATSON Emily** scored, **PITT Lisa** to third.
- **ALVARADO Allanah:** **ALVARADO Allanah** hit sacrifice fly to right, **PITT Lisa** scored, **WASLIN Chloe** to third.
- **ONLEY Holley:** Ball, **ONLEY Holley** grounded out to third.

End of Inning (8 Runs, 5 Hits, 2 Errors)

**Bottom of 2nd - VIC**

**BOLLAND Tayla pitching:**
- **GRISOLD Emiy:** **GRISOLD Emiy** grounded out to the pitcher.
- **TREVETHAN Elly:** Ball, **TREVETHAN Elly** flied out to second.
- **JESSOP Bridgitte:** **JESSOP Bridgitte** singled.
- **HOLT Natasha:** Ball, Strike, **HOLT Natasha** grounded out to the pitcher.
### Top of 3rd - WA

**TREVETHAN Elly pitching:**
- **WELLS Renee:** Ball, **WELLS Renee safe at first on shortstop JESSOP Bridgitte's fielding error.**
- **LANGE Lauren:** Ball, Ball, Foul, Ball, **LANGE Lauren singled, WELLS Renee to second.**
- **HEARNE Shannon:** Strike, Strike, **HEARNE Shannon singled, WELLS Renee scored, LANGE Lauren to second.**
- **SPENCE Naomi:** Strike, **SPENCE Naomi grounded out to second, LANGE Lauren to third, HEARNE Shannon to second.**
- **WELLS Katherine:** Ball, Ball, Strike, Ball, **WELLS Katherine walked.**
- **PITT Lisa:** Ball, Foul, Foul, **PITT Lisa on base by fielder's choice, LANGE Lauren scored, HEARNE Shannon forced out at third, WELLS Katherine to second, PITT Lisa tagged out rounding first.**

### Bottom of 3rd - VIC

**BOLLAND Tayla pitching:**
- **SCOPRLLITI Sarah:** Ball, **SCOPRLLITI Sarah flied out to center.**
- **PENFOLD Jodi:** Foul, Strike, Foul, **PENFOLD Jodi struck out swinging.**
- **ARSCOTT Kellie:** Strike, Ball, Ball, Strike, Ball, **ARSCOTT Kellie struck out looking.**
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